QUICK START GUIDE
Let’s get started!
Don’t miss
important updates!
Register your
IQbudsTM through
the app.

IN THE BOX:
IQbudsTM - Left and Right

L
Charging/carrying case

Ear tips

USB cord

CHARGING
STEP 1
There are two devices to be charged - the
charging case and the earbuds.

Place your earbuds in the case, ensuring the gold
contacts are touching the pins, and close the case
to begin charging.
Two red lights on the case will illuminate for a few
seconds to confirm the earbuds are charging.

STEP 2

Connect the case to a USB power source (e.g. to a
computer or a charging plug) to charge both the
case and the earbuds.
To fully charge case and earbuds for first
use
To fully charge case

4 hours

To fully charge earbuds from case without
USB power souce

1.5 hours

2.5 hours

CHARGING INDICATORS
There are two devices to be charged - the
charging case and the earbuds.

IQbudsTM charging
in progress

IQbudsTM
fully charged

Front
button

Earbuds
When your earbuds are in the case and
you close the lid, the indicator lights will
display the charging status of the earbuds,
as shown above.
If you missed it, press the front button for
less than 2 seconds (‘short press’) to display the earbud charging status again.

IQbudsTM fully charged

75%

50%

25%

Charging case
When the case is empty and you open it,
the indicator lights will show the charging
status of the case, as shown above.
When your earbuds are in the case with
the lid closed, you can see the charging
status of the case by pressing the button
for more than 2 seconds (‘long press’).

FIT
STEP 1

Gently push the rubber ear tips onto
the earbuds as shown. Try the different
sizes and shapes of ear tips to get the
best fit.
STEP 2

Insert the earbud into your ear with
the tip pointing down.

STEP 3

Rotate the earbud toward the back of
your head. It should be seated snugly
within the ear at a slight backwards
angle.



Ear tips should provide a sound-proof seal in the
ear without being uncomfortably tight.

GET THE APP

PAIR WITH YOUR DEVICE

STEP 1
Remove your IQbuds from the
charging case.
STEP 2
Insert your IQbuds in your ears.
STEP 3
Press and hold the tap-touch sensor
(either L or R) for 5 seconds (‘very long
tap’). The announcer will say ‘Pairing’.
When they have paired with your
mobile device, the announcer will say
‘Connected’.



You can check if your earbuds are
connected by viewing the Bluetooth
settings on your mobile device.

STEP 4
Open the app and follow the tutorials
to adjust your earbuds to suit your
hearing levels and your environment.

CONTROLS

LEFT
Left tap-touch sensor

Music

Phone call

Tap

Play/pause

Doubletap

Aativate Siri/ 		
Google Now
		
Reject/ hang up

Long tap
5s Very long tap

Answer call / Mute call

Activate Pairing
mode

RIGHT

Right tap-touch sensor

Environment
Tap

Toggle SINC on/off

Double- tap

Activate Siri/Google Now

Long tap

Switch between favourite locations

5s Very long tap

Activate Pairing mode

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Register you IQbudsTM and use
the app to contact technical
support.

FULL MANUAL & ONLINE SUPPORT
visit www.nuheara.com/support
to view help documents, explainer
videos and FAQs.
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